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Ad Adelberg, Doris. Grandma's Holidays; illus. by Paul Kennedy. Dial, 1963.
3-4 3 1p. $3.50.
A book of verses about an unusual grandmother who not only had her own ways of
celebrating familiar holidays, but who established some special holidays of her own.
One, for example, was Learner's Day: chocolate cake and games for those about to
go back to school after Labor Day, since Grandma felt that they also labor who learn.
The book offers some pleasant inventions; the grandmother who inspired the book
was clearly an independent soul with a sense of humor. Occasionally the rhyme is
faulty or the metre is a bit awkward, but style is, on the whole, adequate.
M Adler, Irving. Oceans; by Irving and Ruth Adler. Day, 1962. 48p. illus.
4-5 Trade ed. $2; Library ed. $2.19 net.
A book with continuous text divided by topical headings and discussing marine life,
ocean phenomena such as currents and tides, the formation of the ocean and the evo-
lution of marine life, and-briefly-water pollution. A good deal of information is
given, all of it accurate, but the book is weakened by poor writing, carelessness in
illustrations and their captions, and a certain amount of writing down: "This little
book will try to answer these questions as it tells the story of the sea." A word list
is appended, giving definitions and pronunciation; an example here of careless writ-
ing is the pronunciation for "Coral reef (CAR-rull)."
R American Heritage Magazine. Lexington, Concord and Bunker Hill; by the
7- editors of American Heritage magazine; narrative by Francis Russell; in
consultation with Richard M. Ketchum. American Heritage, 1963. 153p.
illus. (American Heritage Junior Library Series.) Trade ed. $3.95;
Library ed. $3.79 net.
An intensive examination of political and military activities at the beginning of the
Revolutionary War. The foreword by the editors points out that the patriot leaders
were not men of moderation, and that the first battles of the war have been roman-
ticized with the passage of time. The text maintains this attitude of detachment, and
is written in a serious but rather flowing style. The appended bibliography com-
prises books for a wide audience range; the index indicates by bold-face type the
profuse and handsome illustrative material.
R Ardizzone, Edward. Tim's Friend Towser. Walck, 1962. 46p. illus. $3.50.
3-4
A saga of the sea, of men and dogs. Tim and Ginger, cabin boys, find a puppy in a
lifeboat and, because their Captain hates dogs, hide it. The boys get thin because
they are giving their food to the dog, and the pup, Towser, gets fat; the Captain sees
the escaped Towser but is assured by the boys that there is no dog in sight. Worried
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about his sanity, the Captain broods; worried about the Captain, the mate worries;
the cook is cross and the crew at loose ends. The situation is cleared when Towser,
chasing a cat, bites the Captain by mistake. Towser becomes the pet of the ship,
Tim and Ginger gain weight, and Towser becomes a great favorite of both the Cap-
tain and his cat. Bland, verging here and there on nonsense, frequently incredible
in the best style, and delightfully illustrated.
Ad Armer, Laura (Adams). In Navajo Land; illus. with photographs by the author
7-9 and Sidney and Austin Armer. McKay, 1962. 107p. $3.95.
Mrs. Armer describes her experiences in Arizona, those experiences on which was
based the award book, Waterless Mountain. The writing style is a bit weak, using
occasionally an over-ornate phrase or a sentence poorly constructed: "Dust in the
distance indicating a flock of sheep bore a sense of human insignificance." There is,
however, an appreciation of the Navajo people that is strong and tender; the book
gives much information about Navajo customs, attitudes, and artistry-information
at a level obtainable only by one who has lived sympathetically in the culture.
R Arnold, Pauline. Money; Make It, Spend It, Save It; by Pauline Arnold and
9- Percival White; illus. by Tom Funk. Holiday House, 1962. 229p. $3.95.
A most useful book for the adult or young adult reader; written in a style that is dig-
nified, but not dry, and giving advice on financial matters in a most lucid manner.
The authors discuss budgeting, savings and other varied forms of investment, banks,
insurance, borrowing or spending wisely, and inflation and deflation of money. A
very good glossary and an index are appended.
R Arnov, Boris. Oceans of the World. Bobbs-Merrill, 1962. 190p. illus.
5-9 $3.50.
A good book, nicely organized and written in a direct, simple style that is not popu-
larized; the book should be useful for slow older readers. The author discusses the-
ories about the formation of oceans and the origins of life; here and in the rest of
the text, he is careful to discriminate between those theories and proven facts. Other
topics discussed are tides and currents, ocean terrain (emergent and submarine),
marine biology, and oceanography. A final chapter describes some of the possible
future benefits man may gain from the oceans: industrial products, food and miner-
als, energy for power, oil, and fresh water. An index is appended.
Ad Aulaire, Ingri (Mortenson) d'. Book of Greek Myths; by Ingri and Edgar Parin
5-7 D'Aulaire. Doubleday, 1962. 192p. illus. $4.95.
An oversize book, profusely illustrated with finely-detailed drawings, some in black-
and-white, some in color; although the figures in some illustrations are awkward,
there is in them a naivete that seems appropriate. The myths are told in a style that
is not distinguished but has direct simplicity; the authors have interspersed through-
out the book bits of useful background information. In describing Pan, for example,
the text diverges to distinguish between nymphs, satyrs, and river-gods.
R Bond, Michael. Paddington At Large; with drawings by Peggy Fortnum.
4-6 Houghton, 1963. 128p. $2.50.
A third book about the engaging bear who is the joy and the despair of the London
family with whom he lives. As in the other Paddington books, each chapter is a sep-
arate episode, written in a calm, bland style, about an entirely improbable caper of
Paddington Brown. The bear adds, in one chapter, another surprise to the Surprise
Symphony when he is taken by a sneezing fit while sitting under the bandstand. He is
sitting under the bandstand in order to register a complaint; it seems hardly fair to
Paddington that his party has paid full price and has just listened to a symphony that
was unfinished. Fun to read aloud, and especially suitable for installment reading.
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R Bonsall, Crosby Newell. What Spot? Harper, 1963. 64p. illus. (I Can Read
1-2 Books.) Trade ed. $1.95; Library ed. $2.19 net.
An amusing book for beginning independent readers, and one that will be enjoyed by
the younger child to whom it is read. A walrus and a puffin see a spot in the snow;
the walrus is sure that Something is burried there, but the puffin (a know-it-all) in-
sists it is nothing, nonsense, nothing at all. When the walrus digs up an exotic arti-
fact (a little red wagon) the curious puffin climbs on; the wagon sails off in a gust
of wind and all the puffin's cries for help go unheeded. Finally the walrus comes to
the rescue, and the two throw the dangerous contraption into the sea. The book has
humor in the personalities of walrus and puffin, and in the idea of a small toy fright-
ening the arctic creatures.
M Bonzon, Paul-Jacques. Pursuit in the French Alps; tr. from the French by
7-9 Thelma Niklaus; illus. by Margery Gill. Lothrop, 1963. 157p. $3.
First published in France in 1960 under the title La Croix d'Or de Santa Anna. Be-
cause his father is ill, fourteen-year-old Vincent goes alone to the family's summer
pasturage in the French Alps; he befriends an Italian youth who has run away be-
cause he was wrongly accused of stealing a gold cross from his village church. Vin-
cent crosses the border to help Alberto's widowed mother and younger sister; he is
persecuted by the real thief of the cross when he tries to help Alberto's family and
clear the young man's name. Vincent, with the help of a friend from his own village,
absolves Alberto and the thief is caught. Good writing style in a story with pace and
suspense; the plot is, however, weak at several points and melodramatic at others,
and the role of the protagonist is not convincing. On the strength of one talk with
Alberto, Vincent risks his life because he is convinced of the man's innocence; he
succeeds in exposing the criminal while the police neither suspect nor hunt him.
R Burke, Betsy. The Life You Save; Your Career in Health; by Betsy Burke and
7- Adrian A. Paradis. McKay, 1962. 210p. $3.95.
A very well organized text describes the innumerable and varied careers in health
and medicine that exist today and for most of which recruits are sorely needed. The
book covers so many ancillary careers (public relations or fund-raising for medical
causes or institutions, for example), that the description of each career is quite
brief. The valuable contribution of the book is in the listing, for each position or
field, of the employment opportunities, educational requirements, and rewards; a
few suggestions for further reading are also given, and sources of further informa-
tion are cited-with addresses. In a final chapter giving general information, sugges-
tions are made for obtaining facts about loans, scholarships, college choices, and
part-time jobs. Preceding the extensive index are a list of publishers and a list of
health services and organizations.
M Cahn, William. The Story of Writing; From Cave Art to Computer; by William
6-9 and Rhoda Cahn; illus. by Anne Lewis. Harvey House, 1963. 128p. $3.50.
A book that covers the subject adequately and is accurate in the facts given, but is
weak in writing style: the text has many generalizations, scanty explanations, and
has a tone of oversimplified talking-down. A good number of the illustrations, many
of which are informative, contribute nothing to the book save ornamentation. A good
bibliography, a brief glossary, and an extensive index are appended, the latter in
very small print.
Ad Caidin, Martin. Aviation and Space Medicine; Man Conquers the Vertical
7-10 Frontier; by Martin and Grace Caidin; illus. with photographs. Dutton,
1962. 215p. $3.75.
The authors, both pilots, write of the hazards of space flight and the solutions men
have designed to answer problems of decompression, the forces of gravity, vertigo,
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and deceleration. Their own experiences in flight and in the decompression cham-
ber lend color to the book; it is weakened by the popularized writing style. "You
don't want any accidents happening to you-and so you pay careful attention." or
"But the instant that the cabin pressure goes to more than 40,000 feet-WHAM! "
Ad Carlson, Natalie (Savage). School Bell in the Valley; illus. by Gilbert Riswold.
5-6 Harcourt, 1963. 124p. $3.
A turn-of-the-century story set in rural Maryland. Ten-year-old Belle Mundy had
never been to school; when she came to live with her aunt and uncle, Belle was
thrilled at the prospect of learning to read; she was so mocked by the other children
that she wouldn't go back to school after the first day. In helping her impoverished
family and in helping a shiftless family nearby, Belle gained new courage and de-
cided she must go back to school and get an education. An interesting setting for a
story with good developmental values; the story is weakened by the fact that Belle
is, like Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm, a bit too courageous, cheerful, and competent
to be quite believable. She cleans the house of the shiftless Caigle family, scrubs
the children, influences Mrs. Caigle toward better housekeeping and better groom-
ing, and convinces the oldest Caigle boy to leave the hobo camp to which he has run
off to come home and to go back to school.
R Clifford, Mary Louise. The Land and People of Afghanistan. Lippincott, 1962.
7- 160p. illus. (Portraits of the Nations Series.) $3.25.
A heavily written but immensely informative book, most suitable for the mature or
serious reader. The author discusses the tribes and their way of life, the role of
women, education and religion. The text then reviews Afghan history and discusses
the present political structure and Afghanistan's foreign relations; agricultural and
industrial progress are described and the problems of the future are considered. A
map precedes the text; indexing is good.
M Davis, Russell G. Strangers in Africa; by Russell Davis and Brent Ashabran-
8-10 ner. McGraw-Hill, 1963. 149p. $3.
Wes and Paul are entomologists who have come to Nigeria to work for a year on the
problem of the tsetse fly. Most of the people they meet accept casually the fact that
these two, one a white American and one a Negro, can be friends; they themselves
are aware that it will not be as easy in the States, but are determined that they shall
stay friends. Wes woos and wins the daughter of the project head; Paul has ambiva-
lent feelings about Africa and about his role as an American Negro in Nigeria. The
book doesn't quite come off. The writing style is adequate, the background details
are interesting, the characters are all quite believable, but the story doesn't coa-
lesce. The love story seems extraneous, there is a plethora of information about
trypanosomiasis, and the impact of Africa on Paul is only superficially explored.
R Dowden, Anne Ophelia Todd. Look at a Flower; illus. by the author. T. Y.
6-10 Crowell, 1963. 120p. $4.50.
A very good book for home or school use, profusely illustrated with drawings of
plants and plant parts; the illustrations are handsome, meticulously detailed and
carefully labeled. The first chapters discuss plant classification, morphology, and
pollination by various methods. The illustrations are particularly valuable in clari-
fying the textual descriptions of floral devices that encourage insect pollination.
The major part of the book is devoted to descriptions of flower parts and to families
of flowers. In addition to the general index, there is an index of plants mentioned in
text or illustration, with entry by common name, the scientific name following. The
material is well-organized, the writing style is clear and simple; a most useful
book for the amateur or the student of botany.
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R Dupuy, Trevor Nevitt. The Military History of World War I; five volumes:
6-9 The Naval War in the West; The Wolf Packs. Watts, 1963. 60p. illus.
Trade ed. $2.50; Library ed. $1.88 net.
The Naval War in the West; The Raiders. Watts, 1963. 6 7p. illus. Trade
ed. $2.50; Library ed. $1.88 net.
The Air War in the West: September 1939-May 1941. Watts, 1963. 76p.
illus. $2.50.
The Air War in the West: June 1941-April 1945. Watts, 1963. 66p. illus.
$2.50.
Land Battles: North Africa, Sicily, and Italy. Watts, 1962. 90p. illus.
$1.95.
Five additional titles in an excellent series, all of the volumes being illustrated with
good photographs and with many maps that are notable for their clarity. The author
writes with meticulous detail, in a style that is serious and with an attitude of impar-
tiality. Each volume is indexed; the series is most useful and is, while simple enough
for the young reader, dignified enough to be used by the adult.
R Edwardes, Michael. Nehru; A Pictorial Biography. Viking, 1962. 143p. illus.
7- $6.50.
A mature and objective biography, with over half the page space used for photographs;
most of the pictures are interesting and pertinent, but some few seem without rele-
vance. The book tells almost as much about Gandhi and the struggle for an independ-
ent India as it does about Nehru. Although the writing style is a bit heavy, the impar-
tial attitudes to, ard political issues and toward political figures strengthen the im-
pact of the book. Nehru's autobiography is quoted frequently; an index and a numbered
list of notes on the pictures are appended.
M Evans, Eva (Knox). Sleepy Time; illus. by Reed Champion. Houghton, 1962.
2-3 40p. Trade ed. $2.95; Library ed. $2.90 net.
For beginning independent readers, a very slight book on the theme of hibernation,
but not true nature lore. A woodchuck cannot get to sleep until he has some grass fur-
nished by a chipmunk; the chipmunk finds it is too quiet and is lulled by the whistling
of a mouse; the mouse can't sleep until the darkness is relieved by a lightning bug.
Finally they all are sleepy, because it is the sleepy time: snow falling, brown leaves
falling, shivery wind blowing. The writing has an evocative quality in some parts of
the story, but the book is static and brief.
Ad Eyerly, Jeannette. Drop-Out. Lippincott, 1963. 189p. $2.95.
8-10
Donnie knows that her strict and often bad-tempered father would approve even less
of Mitch than he did of her other friends if he knew what a rebel Mitch is. Afraid of
her father, unhappy with her step-mother, Donnie is led to hide her relationship with
Mitch because he is a wild youth: he cuts classes, drives recklessly, drinks. The two
run away, hoping to get jobs and get married; they find out that their lack of educa-
tion makes any but the most menial jobs unavailable. The glamor fades; Mitch and
Donnie realize that their love was impermanent and that they were using it to escape
from unhappiness. They remain on good terms, but they separate, both deciding to go
home and get more schooling, Mitch at a trade school and Donnie back at high school.
The book describes a serious problem with which the author deals competently; the
writing style is good and the situation as presented seems realistic save for Donnie's
home situation, -which seems overdrawn. Donnie's father is a bitter man, her step-
mother a slovenly woman, and her stepsister a whining tattletale.
Ad Faber, Nancy W. Cathy's Secret Kingdom; illus. by Howard Simon. Lippincott,
5-7 1963. 183p. $3.50.
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A sequel to Cathy at the Crossroads, in which a sixth-grade girl adjusted not only
to a new stepmother, but to a retarded stepsister. Cathy, having made the decision
that she wanted her stepsister Anne to live at home, now faces the facts that Anne
seems to be making no effort to learn or participate, and that few of her friends
are willing to accept Anne. Cathy, who has found a refuge in a deserted house, learns
that Anne knows her secret; she uses Anne's desire to see the "Secret Kingdom" as
a spur to learning new skills. As far as the attitude toward a disturbed child and the
relationships between Cathy and Anne (and Cathy and her stepmother) are concerned,
the book is as sensible and as sympathetic as its predecessor. However, it is weak-
ened by the fact that only Cathy helps Anne; while it is psychologically correct that
Anne not trust Barbara, the mother whose supposed rejection (Barbara had had a
long hospitalization when Anne was a baby) is Anne's problem, it is not realistic to
have Barbara (who understands why she is the last person to offer help) refuse to
let Cathy teach Anne new skills.
Ad Farquhar, Margaret C. Colonial Life in America; illus. by Ed Emberley.
2-4 Holt, 1962. 40p. (A Book To Begin On.) Trade ed. $2.50; Library ed.
$2.57 net.
Adequately illustrated, a book with continuous text. Since the material is organized
by reports on each of the major colonizing groups, the text tends to be both repeti-
tive (mentioning the same indigenous foods) and jerky in moving from one topic to
the next: "In the evenings, everyone danced the Virginia reel in the ballroom of the
plantation house. In 1620, thirteen years after the Jamestown colony was settled
.. ." The facts are accurate, the writing style is simple, and the book, despite its
flaws, does make clear the facts that several kinds of settlers came, that there were
some differences but many similarities among the various colonies, and that the
search for freedom which had been the motivation for many immigrants gave rise to
the desire for independence that led to the Revolution.
NR Fisher, Margery M. One and One; by Margery M. Fisher and Leonard Everett
5-7 Fisher. Dial, 1963. 22p. illus. $2.50.
yrs.
A small book intended to be used by an adult to help a child learn the concept of num-
bers by using segments of a circle in the illustrations. Unfortunately, the circle used
is small, and (on the facing page) a page-filling drawing of a digit is very large; had
these been reversed, the book would seem more useful. The page using the circle
shows, taking nine as an example, the word nine and a circle with nine segments. Be-
low this, "1 and 8 are . .. 2 and 7 are ... 3 and 6 are . .. 4 and 5 are .. .," each
set having the appropriate number of segments, one at the left of the line and one at
the right. The technique seems as susceptible to confusion as it is to clarification.
R Fitzsimmons, Robert. How To Play Baseball; by Martin Iger and Robert Fitz-
3-5 simmons. Doubleday, 1962. 64p. illus. $2.50.
A very good book for a beginner, be he spectator or player. The photographs and the
text are carefully matched, the text is simply and clearly written; the explanations
of rules, motions in playing, and basic techniques are given with no extraneous ma-
terial. The photographs are almost self-explanatory, so that younger children may
also find the book useful.
R Fritz, Jean. I, Adam; illus. by Peter Burchard. Coward-McCann, 1963. 255p.
6-9 $3.75.
In New England in the mid-nineteenth century, a boy just out of school could choose
a life at sea or farm work. Adam knew he didn't want to be a whaler like his father,
and he was looking forward to the end of his father's last voyage. Sent ahead to spend
the summer on the farm and to bring in the harvest, Adam found that Sharkey, the
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former owner, was shiftless. By harvest time, he had lost interest in farming and
had become interested in going to college; when his father returned having lost a leg
in a whaling accident, Adam admitted that he had a new goal and had found himself.
Most of the story is concerned with Adam's struggles at the farm with the evil do-
ings of Sharkey, who steals the deed and is jailed; this theme gives color and pace
to the quiet but more meaningful struggle that Adam is having within himself. The
book has fine style, vivid characterizations, and good-but not obtrusive-period de-
tails.
R Gidal, Sonia. My Village in Denmark; by Sonia and Tim Gidal. Pantheon
4-7 Books, 1963. 89p. illus. $3.50.
A good addition to the series of books in which a boy describes his life in a rural
community of his country; as in the other books in the series, trips to a larger town
and the classroom scene are used to give historical background about the nation or
about other matters of wider scope. Niels, living in an island village, is a member
of a farming family; he visits a friend whose father is a fisherman, finds a Stone
Age ax, visits the town where the Andersen Museum is. In easy, conversational style,
Niels has therefore touched on Danish history, agriculture, education, sports, holi-
days, the Vikings, etc. The excellent photographs augment the information given in
the text; a brief glossary of Danish words and phrases used in the text is appended,
as are a map and a page of notes on Denmark.
Ad Hader, Berta (Hoerner). Snow in the City; A Winter's Tale; by Berta and
K-2 Elmer Hader. Macmillan, 1963. 41p. illus. Trade ed. $3.50; Library
ed. $3.73 net.
Two children who live in New York (although the city is never named) enjoy winter
sights and activities; the fictional framework about Paul and Pamela is a bit prosaic
and thin, but it is adequate. The illustrations are delightful; the lovely snow scenes
evoke the mood of the holiday season and will give additional pleasure to those who
recognize New York City landmarks. Paul and Pamela watch the Thanksgiving Day
parade, feed pigeons in front of the library, watch skaters at the rink when they go
Christmas shopping.
Ad Hample, Stoo. Doodles the Deer-Horse; pictures by Jack Goldsmith. Harper,
K-2 1963. 40p. Trade ed. $2.50; Library ed. $2.57 net.
A read-aloud nonsense story on a Christmas theme. Doodles was a horse who doted
on the Christmas holiday but was sad because Santa Clause had never filled his
stocking. Resolute, Doodles went to see a department store Santa; he caused assorted
commotions in the store, inadvertently fell down the up escalator, retrieved and
amused a small boy named Thomas B. Campion, and departed. He hadn't seen Santa
Claus but his good deed brought results, for Thomas B. Campion had informed Santa,
and Doodles was to have a Christmas stocking at last. Blatant exaggeration with
touches of sophisticated writing, a humorous book that occasionally seems a bit con-
trived, but has a good story, a sympathetic hero, and a nice subliminal message.
Ad Harrison, George Russell. The First Book of Light; illus. with photographs
6-9 and diagrams; diagrams by Robert Winsor. Watts, 1962. 85p. $1.95.
A good introduction to the many and varied aspects of a broad topic; Mr. Harrison
discusses the importance of light, its sources and manifestations, photosynthesis,
energy, human sight, instruments for measuring, magnifying, and recording light,
and many phenomena such as mirages, the aurora borealis, the moire effect, etcet-
era. The text is divided into brief topics rather than into chapters, with an occa-
sional topic title that is not self-explanatory. The writing style is lucid, but the book
covers many aspects briefly; for some aspects the treatment is adequate while for
others it is superficial. Not as well-written as The Wonder of Light by Ruchlis (Har-
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per, 1960) or quite as well illustrated, but clear and accurate and containing an in-
dex, which the Ruchlis title lacks.
Ad Hoff, Rhoda, ed. America; Adventures in Eyewitness History. Walck, 1962.
7-10 167p. $3.50.
A collection of observations on this country by Americans and by visitors-some
who were not impressed, some who were captivated. Most of the selections are ex-
cerpts from journals or letters, some are excerpted from books, some are identi-
fied but not cited as having been previously published. The selections are arranged
chronologically, and a brief paragraph about each writer precedes each selection.
The writings are varied, and the book should have a great deal of browsing interest
if only a modicum of historical value.
M Holl, Adelaide. Sir Kevin of Devon; illus. by Leonard Weisgard. Lothrop,
K-2 1963. 33p. Trade ed. $2.95; Library ed. $2.84 net.
An oversize book with slightly busy illustrations; a rhyming read-aloud variant on
the conquest of a dragon that is not ferocious at all. Nobody in the kingdom dared
fight the monster who stalked the countryside but eleven-year-old Kevin; armed and
horsed by the king, the brave boy went out to battle, only to find that the monster
was the mechanical contrivance of an old inventor. Wisely, Kevin decided to follow
the contraption until it ran down, since he couldn't stab the metal hull. So the mon-
ster died; so the boy was knighted. Slight, a bit too long, not highly original, but with
some humor.
R Horizon Magazine. Alexander The Great; narr. by Charles Mercer; in consul-
7-10 tation with Cornelius C. Vermeule; illus. with many paintings, mosaics,
sculptures, and maps of the period. American Heritage, 1963. 153p.
(Horizon Caravel Books.) Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $3.79 net.
Written in a style that is smooth and sophisticated, a good biography of Alexander.
The volume is handsome, with one wide column of print that leaves a good deal of
blank space. The illustrative material is impressive: maps, photographs, and repro-
ductions of paintings and sculpture-carefully captioned and carefully placed. A bib-
liography and an index are appended.
R Horizon Magazine. Russia under the Czars; narr. by Henry Moscow; in con-
8- sultation with Cyril E. Black; illus. with many paintings, prints, engrav-
ings, and maps of the times. American Heritage, 1962. 153p. (Horizon
Caravel Books.) Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $3.79 net.
A most interesting book, written in excellent style and with historical material well
organized; the illustrations are varied and handsome. Mr. Moscow is especially
adept at vivid characterization and at clarifying the interactions between important
figures, affective factors within Russia itself, and influences from outside the coun-
try. A final chapter discusses the communist regime briefly and objectively. A bib-
liography and an index are appended.
R Joslin, Sesyle. Baby Elephant Goes to China; pictures by Leonard Weisgard.
K-2 Harcourt, 1963. 47p. Trade ed. $2.50; Library ed. $2.67 net.
Pure joy. That familiar and beguiling character, Baby Elephant, is at the beach with
his mother; having had his fill of swimming, eating, and shell-collecting, Baby Ele-
phant accepts his mother's suggestion of digging to China. She explains that she used
to do this when she was a baby elephant, but never reached the Orient; she tactfully
agrees when her son suggests that she was, after all, a girl. Baby Elephant, while
mother naps, explores boardwalk attractions; each is translated, when he reports
later, into a Chinese adventure. Chinese words (just a few) are sprinkled through the
story and are repeated. The illustrations are attractive and the baby elephant's ploys
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are amusing, but the charm and humor of the book are in the conversations between
mother and child: light banter covering a gentle, loving amusement.
R Klein, David. Beginning with Boats; illus. by Hervey Garrett Smith. T. Y.
8- Crowell, 1962. 213p. $3.95.
Written in an easy, informal style for the boat-smitten beginner, a book that is well-
organized and well-illustrated. The first chapters discuss the purchase of a boat and
all of the problems involved therein; here the author identifies sympathetically with
the young reader as he discusses possible parental objections. After two chapters of
general suggestions, the text gives information in separate sections about canoes,
sailboats, and outboards. Concluding chapters describe safety rules, marine man-
ners, continuing education via formal study courses or reading, crewing and cruis-
ing, and the use of navigation charts. An index is appended.
R Lexau, Joan M. Jos6's Christmas Secret; illus. by Don Bolognese. Dial, 1963.
3-5 59p. $2.95.
A touching but not too-sentimental Christmas story about a fatherless Puerto Rican
family. Jose and his younger brother Tomas had been told to go home after school
and stay there while Mami was at work. Secretly, Jose sent Tomas home alone while
he tried to earn money to buy his mother's Christmas present. With a little help, he
succeeded; Mami decided that a boy that responsible should be allowed to play out-
doors. The sustaining theme of the story is the family's feeling that they are aliens
and unwelcome; Mami's permission for Jose is, therefore, an indication that New
York is no longer quite a foreign and hostile place.
R Life Magazine. Evolution; by Ruth Moore and the editors of Life. Time, 1962.
7-10 192p. illus. $3.95.
An oversize book, profusely illustrated with drawings, reproductions, diagrams, and
photographs; some of the photographic illustrations in full color are superb. The text
discusses all aspects of evolution, giving some of the development of theories on evo-
lution and genetics, with a good section on DNA. The arrangement of chapters is
somewhat arbitrary, but this is easily compensated for by an excellent and extensive
index. A divided bibliography is also appended.
R Life Magazine. Spain; by Hugh Thomas and the editors of Life. Time, 1962.
8- 160p. illus. $2.95.
An informative, comprehensive, and well-organized text; several excellent maps are
included in the illustrative material, which is chiefly photographic, and a chapter on
the arts has reproductions of paintings. The use of double columns of print is unfor-
tunate in a book in which the type-size is not large and the text is quite solidly writ-
ten. The writing style is easy and literate; the author writes for the mature and so-
phisticated reader. The text comprises chapters on Spanish history, geography,
economy, on the Civil War, Franco, and on the complexities of the political scene to-
day. Final chapters describe contemporary mores, the arts, the common man, and
the new ferment that may bring Spain closer to the rest of Europe. An index and lists
of important dates and of important people are appended.
R Life Magazine. The Universe; by David Bergamini and the editors of Life.
9- Time, 1962. 192p. illus. $3.95.
An oversize book, superbly illustrated with diagrams and photographs that are fully
captioned. Mr. Bergamini devotes two chapters to a recapitulation of theories and
discoveries of the past that have contributed to the present body of knowledge about
the universe; the rest of the chapters are topically divided. The writing style is solid
and scholarly, so that the book will be most useful to the reader with a special inter-
est or with previous knowledge in the subject. A brief final section discusses such
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questions for future investigation as the expansion of the universe, the size of the
cosmos, and whether the cosmos is curved or not. A glossary, an index, and an ex-
cellent divided bibliography are appended.
R MacPherson, Margaret L. The Shinty Boys; illus. by Shirley Hughes. Har-
6-8 court, 1963. 224p. $3.25.
A story set in Skye, with wonderful atmosphere and flavorful dialogue; the events of
one summer are described by young Neil in an easy and natural use of first person
narration. Having learned on the last day of school that there would be no money for
shinty (a game like hockey) next year, Neil organizes his friends; they all agree to
make and save every penny they can so that they may purchase shinty equipment
when school begins. The book has some sub-plots very smoothly integrated into the
main plot; the writing is cohesive and the characters are vividly created.
Ad Minarik, Else Holmelund. The Little Giant Girl and the Elf Boy; pictures by
K-2 Garth Williams. Harper, 1963. 29p. Trade ed. $2.95; Library ed. $2.92
net.
A small book with an appealing but slight story and with charming illustrations. A
small giant girl was asked by her mother to pick a bush of flowers for the table, and
on the bush she picked was a tiny elf boy who had been sent by his mother to pick a
bud and a leaf for the table. The girl's mother smiled and said, "My goodness. A
little elf! You must take him back where you found him." The giant girl wished that
they could be of a size and be friends, but she consoled herself with the realization
that there were advantages to her size. Although the plot is only a fragment, the
theme has a wistful tenderness and the writing has a simple grace that makes the
book a satisfying one to read aloud.
R Montgomery, Elizabeth (Rider). Tide Treasure Camper; illus. by Isabel
5-7 Dawson. Washburn, 1963. 122p. $3.25.
Betsy had just had an operation that had restored her eyesight, and she didn't want
anybody at camp to know this and pity her. She wanted to be treated as though she
were like anybody else-but Betsy hadn't realized how many times she would seem
queer because she couldn't read at the age of twelve. Betsy made friends, she made
mistakes, she learned new skills with moderate success; when the camp had a treas-
ure hunt at the close of the year, Betsy had to ask various adults to read the clues,
confessing her inability. Strangely enough, she felt better instead of worse when the
whole story was told by the camp director and all the campers cheered her. A slight-
ly sentimental ending, but quite believable; the story is written in low key, with no
suspense situations and no incredible successes. It is a simply-told story of a child
making an adjustment to a new situation.
NR Montresor, Beni. The Witches of Venice; written and illus. by Beni Montresor.
K-2 Knopf, 1963. 37p. $3.25.
A read-aloud modern fairy tale, illustrated in highly individual style: partly fragile,
partly grotesque, partly ornate. The story rambles somewhat, with an uneven story-
line that moves imaginatively in places and breaks down in other spots because of
digression or inconsistency. The King of Venice refuses to believe that a seed will
produce a child; the castaway seed bears a boy, the King insists the boy is a plant,
the boy-plant is enclosed in a walled and guarded garden. The boy hears that there
is a girl-plant being held captive by the Witches of Venice, so he builds a large arti-
ficial pigeon and escapes with the help of the wind. The drawn-out tale moves from
there to the witches' palace, where the boy-plant goes from one place to another un-
til he finds and rescues the girl-plant.
R Paris Review. Writers at Work; The Paris Review Interviews. Viking, 1963.
9- 368p. illus. $6.50.
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A most interesting collection of interviews with contemporary authors, each accom-
panied by a brief biographical note, a reproduction of a manuscript page, a portrait
sketch of the writer, and a page or two of comments on the author's work and the
interviewing circumstances. The interviews, conducted in easy conversational flow,
are varied, illuminating, and wholly fascinating; they give an enormous amount of
information about the writers and about the literary scene, past and present. Fas-
cinating for the general reader; imperative for the student of literature or the as-
piring writer. The authors interviewed are Durrell, Eliot, Ellison, Frost, Heming-
way, Huxley, Lowell, McCarthy, Miller, Moore, Pasternak, Perelman, Porter, and
Pound.
R Parker, Elinor Milnor, ed. The Singing and the Gold; Poems Translated from
8- World Literature; selected by Elinor Parker; wood engravings by Clare
Leighton. T. Y. Crowell, 1962. 230p. $3.75.
A fine anthology, in handsome format and with distinctive illustrations. The poems,
spanning centuries and emanating from thirty countries, are arranged in seven
broad subject areas; each selection is followed by a citation of the author or classic
source and of the translator. Appended are five indexes: authors and sources, first
lines, translators, titles, and languages.
M Pauli, Hertha Ernestine. Little Town of Bethlehem; illus. by Fritz Kredel.
5-6 Duell, 1963. 37p. $2.50.
A small book that tells, in a rather prosaic fashion, the Christmas story; inter-
spersed throughout the book are nine Christmas carols, each with the words of one
verse. At the end of the book the full sets of words for the songs are printed. Since
the text has a quality of being written-down to the audience and since both the carols
and the story of the Nativity are available from many other sources, the book would
seem to have limited value.
Ad Pliss, Louise. Little Sam and the Tigers. Reilly and Lee, 1963. 163p. illus.
3-5 $2.95.
When the small country school that Sam had attended was closed, he had to transfer
to the fourth grade class at a consolidated school. Asked if he wanted to be a tiger,
Sam refused; he didn't realize that he was arousing animosity, since the tigers were
a select and secret club, nor-since the other boys couldn't explain the secret-did
Sam realize the breach would disrupt the fourth grade and eventually the whole
school. Due to the patience and the understanding of a wise teacher and an experi-
enced principal, the situation was controlled; when Sam saved the day in a crisis
situation, he knew he was accepted by all his peers. The characters are real chil-
dren behaving naturally; the relationships are good and the classroom scenes excel-
lent. The style is good, although there are occasional discrepancies in the dialogue
(sometimes Sam says "how" and at other times "haiow") and no reason is given for
Sam's speech being different from that of children who live in the same region. Oc-
casionally the conversation between adults does not seem realistic-as when the
principal asks Sam's teacher, "Miss Wilkins, do you know what tigers are?" and she
answers, "Really! Mr. Gilbert, I'm very busy. May I discuss the members of the
animal kingdom with you some other time?"
M Rietveld, Jane. Monkey Island; story and pictures by Jane Rietveld. Viking,
K-2 1963. 57p. Trade ed. $2.75; Library ed. $2.81 net.
A read-aloud story about a young zoo monkey, Zippo, who had playmates, food, toys,
and an audience at Monkey Island. Zippo wasn't happy, however, because he yearned
to know what the children did in their homes. One day he escaped and, found by a
boy, learned what a child's life was like. Back at the zoo, Zippo was then content be-
cause he could picture the way his friend lived. The large-scale illustrations are
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better suited to group use than for the individual child being read to. The story is
slight, the chief appeal being in the ideas (pictured) that Zippo has about children's
ways before he visits a home: flocks of children in trees or curled in a sleeping
heap like monkeys.
Ad Rose, Karen. Brooklyn Girl; illus. by George Mocniak. Follett, 1963. 155p.
5-7 Trade ed. $2.95; Library ed. $3.15 net.
A seventh-grade tomboy, Kay Ross, has a year in which she matures; an urban story
that is chiefly episodic but has a unifying theme. Kay's horizons expand with her
first trip away from home, the serious illness of a friend, and participation in a
school election. She realizes, at the close of the story, that she is acting more se-
date; in a light closing episode, she feels interest in a boy for the first time. A real-
istic story, fairly well written; a caustic portrayal of one teacher seems overdrawn,
however, and an occasional episode of minor interest seems unduly emphasized.
Ad Russell, Solveig Paulson. All Kinds of Legs; illus. by Bill Heckler. Bobbs-
4-7 Merrill, 1963. 30p. $2.75.
yrs.
An oversize read-aloud book that discusses the different kinds of legs found in the
animal kingdom. The author does not attempt to be too detailed or to be comprehen-
sive, but to give the reader an indication of variety and of purposive adaptation. The
animals used as examples seem to be chosen at random, as do the details discussed;
for example, in describing various quadrupeds the cow and the horse are mentioned
but the text never mentions the hoof, although other such special developments (the
webbed foot, the spur, the flipper, the padded foot) are cited. The illustrations are
both realistically accurate and attractive.
SpC Salomon, Charlotte. Charlotte; A Diary in Pictures. Harcourt, 1963. 160p.
8- illus. $8.50.
Charlotte Salomon had been an art student in Germany; while a refugee in France,
Charlotte-then in her twenties-recorded her life in a series of paintings. In this
oversize volume, eighty of the paintings are included-full page color reproductions
-with the caption written by Charlotte on the facing page. A family friend, Dr. Straus,
has written several pages of biographical notes that precede the text; the original
paintings are in an Amsterdam museum. The pictures will be of special interest to
the art student; the captions are adequate as description save for one sequence that
does not clarify events: Charlotte's mother has just made an unsuccessful suicide at-
tempt, and the text reads, "A neurologist was consulted who found her perfectly nor-
mal and attributed her attempted suicide to a passing phase of hysteria. For a long
time she stood at the window, dreamy and full of longing. Now she stands there no
longer, she has gone to another place." The text, not having been written in sequence,
has the awkwardness of discontinuity; the book is chiefly interesting because it pic-
tures the despair and persecution suffered by a sensitive young woman living in Nazi
Germany. Probably most useful in an art collection.
Ad Selden, George. The Mice, the Monks and the Christmas Tree; pictures by Jan
K-2 Balet. Macmillan, 1963. 33p. Trade ed. $2.95; Library ed. $3.16 net.
A read-aloud Christmas story in which the mice have an Irish accent and recognize
their obligations. A huge family had sprung from the pet white mice of Father Pat-
rick, who had brought them from Ireland; they lived in peaceful co-existence with the
monks of the monastery. One Christmas Eve, there was no tree; each monk had been
busy doing a good deed and had assumed one of his brethren was getting the tree.
Mice To The Rescue! One contingent was despatched to string corn and color it, an-
other was sent off into the winter night to chew off the top of a tree. When the abbott
and the monks saw the tiny tree on Christmas morning, their faces looked as though
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they were seeing a miracle. The venerable head of the family, Patrick Mouse, com-
mented that "to get the lazy likes of you up and workin' Christmas Eve-what's that
if not a miracle?" With this light touch the story ends, a tale that is slight and rather
drawn-out but original; good style, light humor, attractive illustrations.
R Sendak, Maurice. Where the Wild Things Are; story and pictures by Maurice
K-2 Sendak. Harper, 1963. 37p. Trade ed. $3.50; Library ed. $3.79 net.
A most imaginative and unusual read-aloud picture book, with illustrations that are
marvelously detailed; some of the details are humorous, some are beautiful, some
are deliciously grotesque. Max is a small boy who has been sent to bed for misbehav-
ing; he imagines that his room turns to a forest and that he sails away to where the
wild things are. The drawings get larger and larger, the creatures he meets are huge
and bizarre, and Max is their king and they love him. He gets hungry and sails back,
his creatures bemoaning his departure.......Max wakes to find his supper on a table
in his room. The text has a lovely lyric quality, and the psychological implications
are sound but are not obtrusive in the story-rather, they give it body.
R Sheldon, Walter J. The Key to Tokyo. Lippincott, 1962. 121p. illus. (Keys
5-7 to the Cities Series.) $2.95.
One of the best books in the series, this is written in a smooth and casual style; the
material is well-organized yet the effect is that of reminiscing conversation. The
author has lived in Japan for several years and his comments are sophisticated and
colorful. He describes the city geographically and historically, and discusses the
average citizen, education, recreation, municipal government, and tourist attractions.
A brief index is appended.
Ad Speare, Elizabeth George. Life in Colonial America; art work by Charles
7- Walker together with numerous old prints. Random House, 1963. 172p.
(Landmark Giants.) $3.95.
An oversize book, illustrated by good photographs and reproductions and by some
mediocre drawings; a good many illustrations are on pages with unrelated text. Or-
ganized into broad areas such as "The Dutch and the Quakers" or "Tradesmen and
Craftsmen," the text covers, in sub-topics within the areas, innumerable aspects of
colonial life. The writing style is good, but the material is not as well organized as
that of Tunis (Colonial Living, World, 1957) which also has superb illustrations, both
informative and handsome. An index is appended.
M Spencer, Sharon. Breaking the Bonds; A Novel about the Peace Corps; illus.
7-9 by Sergio Leone. Grosset, 1963. 184p. $2.95.
A junior novel about two young people who meet while enlisting in the Peace Corps
and who find, while working in Nigeria, that despite a few squabbles, they really love
each other. The background is interesting, but the book unfortunately ladles out such
heavy doses of information in the guise of letters to parents that the story seems
clogged with facts. The characters are highly motivated in a good cause, but they are
not far from formula characters in a fairly patterned story written in fairly pedes-
trian style.
Ad Steele, George P. Nuclear Submarine Skippers and What They Do; by George
7-10 P. Steele and Herbert J. Gimpel. Watts, 1962. 140p. $3.95.
Although the text here is written with emphasis on the role of the captain, the mate-
rial is much the same as that covered in Lewellen's The Atomic Submarine (T. Y.
Crowell, 1954). The authors describe the selection of a captain, but the facts about
training are not highly detailed and are somewhat overburdened by irrelevant com-
ments. The most useful contribution of the text is in the detailing of day-to-day op-
erations and maneuvers; the book does not give as clear an account of the atomic
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engine or the mechanics of submarine operation as does the Lewellen book. The
glossary of terms is good, and the indexing is excellent.
M Stephenson, Dorothy. The Night It Rained Toys; illus. by John E. Johnson.
3-6 Follett, 1963. 32p. Trade ed. $2.95; Library ed. $2.85 net.
yrs.
A picture book with rhyming text and gay illustrations. A wicked old king who hated
everything wrote a letter to Santa Claus, banning the latter from the domain; Santa
wrote back to say "It's not very nice for people like kings to go around no liking
things and it's not very nice to pass wicked old laws." Santa sent a rain of toys down
by emptying a huge balloon; when the king saw how happy all the children were, he
realized that he had been wrong and wicked and he passed a new law. "I will pass a
new law just as quick as can be Against wicked old kings especially me." Children
will enjoy the pictures of largesse raining down from the skies; the sudden reforma-
of the king is unconvincing and the writing is often contrived.
M Sterling Publishing Company. Children of Russia; introduction by Harrison E.
4-8 Salisbury; with photographs by Soviet photographers and by Mr. Salisbury.
Sterling, 1963. 96p. Trade ed. $1.95; Library ed. $2.29 net.
A book of photographs, one or two to a page, that would be more useful and more in-
teresting had it been compiled with care. Some of the pictures are decorative, some
are informative; some of the captions are informative but many merely describe
what is already apparent...and a few captions are really biased. For example, "Girl
in ecstasy over a splendid doll she sees for sale at the permanent fair grounds in
Moscow. The doll's clothes seem more attractive than her own." The child is dressed
in a dark garment no detail of which is visible, so that one cannot see whether it is
attractive or not. The only text is the few-sentence captions; a foreword by Mr. Salis-
bury is addressed to adults rather than to children: "For all the love, attention and
affection lavished on them are the children of Russia very different from our chil-
dren? Not really."
R Stolz, Mary Slattery. Who Wants Music on Monday? Harper, 1963. 2 6 7p.
8-10 Trade ed. $3.50; Library ed. $3.27 net.
A quite wonderful book. The individual characters are drawn with sharp perception;
relationships between characters are described with the rarely found combination
of deep and intelligent insight and that seemingly easy flow of prose that marks the
craftsman. Cassie is a thorny, gawky fourteen; blazing with integrity, she resents
the easy charm of her older sister, Lotta. Lotta is a case-history belle, a vain and
pretty creature who blithely uses people. Their brother and his Negro roommate
are concerned about their goals, about marriage, about race relations. Perhaps the
most penetrating analysis is seen in the mother of the family, a woman of limited
intellect, bewildered by her children, bored by her life, aimlessly unhappy. The
changes in all their lives are realistic: Lotta falls in love with a man who finds her
boring and rejects her; Cassie finds security in the friendship of the same man;
Vincent and his roommate, often disturbed by the world in which they live, still have
the optimism of youth and the sustenance of being in love. Mother doesn't change.
R Straus, Jacqueline Harris. Let's Experiment! Chemistry for Boys and Girls;
3-5 pictures by Leonard Kessler. Harper, 1962. 54p. Trade ed. $2.50; Li-
brary ed. $2.57 net.
A very good first book for the inquiring mind; simple, exact, and carefully organized,
the book is explicit in giving instructions. The author stipulates some measures for
safety and tidiness that parents will appreciate. For each demonstration, three sec-
tions: materials needed are listed, instructions are given step-by-step, and an ex-
planation is given about what happened in the experiment. Large print and plenty of
blank space are right for the age of the intended reader.
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R Streatfeild, Noel. A Vicarage Family; An Autobiographical Story; illus. by
7- Charles Mozley. Watts, 1963. 246p. $4.95.
Although written in third person, an autobiographical book that is quite delightful.
Attractively illustrated with black and white drawings, the story of the vicarage fam-
ily is a turn-of-the-century album, full of vivid portraits of family members and rich
with period detail. Victoria (the author) is the rebel in a large English family; strong-
minded, hoydenish, fiercely independent, and despairingly aware of the superior
charms of her gentle older sister and of the devious youngest, Louise, the family
beauty. Miss Streatfeild sees the impassioned young Vicky with a wry sympathy and
discerning candor. Great fun.
M Sullivan, Navin. Pioneer Germ Fighters; illus. by Eric Fraser. Atheneum,
5-7 1962. 164p. $3.75.
A book that describes the experimental work and the contributions of some of the men
in the field, from Leeuwenhoek to Salk. The selections are, with few exceptions, con-
cerned with discoveries that have been described many times, so that the text adds
little to such an established book as De Kruif's, for example. The incidents in the
book are unnecessarily fictionalized; the one unusual contribution of the book is in
the discussion of some of the unsuccessful bacteriological research that served as a
foundation for later success by other scientists. A brief bibliography is appended.
R Tannenbaum, Beulah. Understanding Food; The Chemistry of Nutrition; by
8-10 Beulah Tannenbaum and Myra Stillman; illus. by Bernice Myers. McGraw-
Hill, 1962. 206p. $3.75.
A useful and interesting book about nutrition, written in a straightforward but infor-
mal style. The first chapters describe changes in eating habits and the increase in
people's average height over the years, with some odd facts on food fads, fancies,
and religious taboos. The major part of the text discusses chemical components of
food, the needs of the body for particular elements, vitamins and vitamin deficiencies.
The book closes with an analysis of the world's food supply, with some conjecture
about potential sources of foods. The appendix lists at length the caloric value and
the mineral and vitamin content of measured portions of foods and drinks; an index
is appended.
R Uchida, Yoshiko. The Forever Christmas Tree; illus. by Kazue Mizumura.
K-2 Scribner, 1963. 41p. Trade ed. $2.95; Library ed. $2.97 net.
A small Japanese boy is told by his sister about the Christmas custom of decorating
a tree; Takashi is captivated by the idea of having a Christmas tree of his own. The
two children make some ornaments, but when they look for a tree, the only one of
appropriate size is at the front door of their unfriendly and solitary neighbor, Mr.
Toda. So they decorate it. Mr. Toda is surprised and, to their surprise, pleased; the
book ends with the lonely old man enjoying his new small friends and the small boy
delighted by both the tree and the new friendship with his elderly neighbor. The rela-
tionship is not overdrawn, so that the story is tender without being sentimental. The
illustrations show the children-in western dress-in attractive drawings in black,
white, and yellow.
R WairnlBf, Anna Lisa. The Boy Upstairs; tr. from the Swedish by Annabelle
8-10 Macmillan. Harcourt, 1963. 128p. $2.75.
An unusual junior novel in its deviation from formula; although set in Sweden, the
background is one that might be any city today. Frederika, sixteen, is gawky, sullen,
and bad-tempered; she loves her petite, calm mother but is bitter about the recent
divorce of her parents, bitter about the old house in which they have rooms, and pre-
pared to be bitter about everything else. Martin, the boy who lives upstairs with his
father, is to Frederika an enemy. The families become acquainted and Frederika
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gets a crush on his father; Martin gets a crush on Frederika's mother. Happily, the
expected usual results do not follow in this perceptive story; although Frederika and
Martin suggest it, their respective parents do not fall in love. Although they become
friends, Martin and Frederika do not fall in love. Frederika does mature and improve;
these changes come about logically. For example, she is resentful about the woman
who married her father and outraged at hearing they have had a son; after seeing her
infant half-brother and meeting his mother, Frederika melts. Her relations with her
father improve, so that she no longer feels a need to punish her more-available moth-
er. The writing style is a bit stiff, but has nice variety in alternating third person
narration with Martin's own versions (told in letters to his aunt) in which he reveals
with unconscious transparency his infatuation with Frederika's mother.
R Weston, Christine (Goutiere). Afghanistan; illus. with photographs and a map.
7-10 Scribner, 1962. 162p. (World Background Series.) Trade ed. $3.95; Li-
brary ed. $3.63 net.
A good book, less solidly written than the Clifford book (reviewed in this issue) and
with the added informality of first-person presentation. The text has a bit more em-
phasis on social customs, recreation, etcetera, than does the Clifford title, and fewer
details of historical or political importance. A brief glossary and an index are ap-
pended.
R Willard, Barbara. Hetty; illus. by Michael Hampshire. Harcourt, 1963. 192p.
5-7 $3.50.
A smoothly written story of family life in Victorian England; the protaganist is hoy-
denish Hetty Jebb, thirteen years old. Hetty is part of a large household, since all
the staff of Mr. Jebb's shop live with the already-large family. Hetty's best friend
is the daughter of a wealthy family; Hetty's propensity for getting into trouble is fre-
quently augmented by the deceptively ethereal Blanche. The style, the characteriza-
tion, and the period details are of more interest than the plot, which is episodic but
is tied together rather slightly by the fall and rise of the Jebb finances. Indeed, the
only weakness of the book is in the pat appearance-just as Mr. Jebb has decided he
must sell the store-of Mrs. Jebb's long-lost brother, who returns a rich man, re-
trieves the family fortunes, and marries his old love, Cousin Laura.
M Wright, Dare. Lona; A Fairy Tale. Random House, 1963. 88p. illus. $4.95.
4-6
An original fairy tale in an oversize book illustrated by photographs. Lona, the only
princess in three enchanted kingdoms, is captive of the wizard Druth; she is loved
by a toad who is-of course-a prince bewitched. She escapes from Druth, becomes
doll-size, fights through fog and flame and, helped by bird and beast and led by the
magic jewel from the head of the toad, regains her kingdom. Druth's spell is broken,
Lona becomes her true size and the toad assumes his true shape. Too long, and a
bit weak in the writing, which every now and then has a phrase obtrusively prosaic
in passages that are florid. The photographs are a triumph of techniques and effects,
with dolls and people used at different times, with authentic scenes of cottages and
castles, and with stunning pictures of fogs, flames, clouds, seas, and mountains; how-
ever, they are quite sophisticated for the audience of the right age for fairy tales.
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4-6.
Ceder, Georgiana Dorcas. Winter Without Salt. 4-6.
Choron, Jacques. Romance of Philosophy. 10-.
Ciardi, John. John J. Plenty and Fiddler Dan. 3-6.
Clapesattle, Helen Bernice. Mayo Brothers. 6-9.
Clark, Ann (Nolan). Tia Maria's Garden. 2-4.
Clarke, Arthur Charles. Dolphin Island. 7-10.
Cleary, Beverly. Sister of the Bride. 6-9.
Clifford, Mary Louise. Land and People of Afghan-
istan. 7-.
Clymer, Eleanor (Lowenton). Case of the Missing
Link. 6-9.
Coatsworth, Elizabeth Jane. Princess and the Lion.
5-7.
. Ronnie and the Chief's Son. 5-6.
Colvin, Gerard. Lands and Peoples of Central Amer-
ica. 7-.
Commager, Henry Steele. Crusaders for Freedom.
6-9.
Cone, Molly. Reeney. 7-9.
Constant, Alberta Wilson. Willie and the Wildcat
Well. 5-7.
Coolidge, Olivia E. Makers of the Red Revolution. 9-.
Corbett, Scott. Disappearing Dog Trick. 3-6.
Cosgrave, John O'Hara. America Sails the Seas.
6-9.
Courlander, Harold. King's Drum. 5-7.
Craig, M. Jean. Dragon in the Clock Box. K-2.
Crouse, William Harry. Understanding Science.
7-12.
Dahl, Borghild Margarethe. Finding My Way. 7-.
Darling, Lois. Turtles. 5-7.
Daugherty, Charles Michael. Great Archaeologists.
7-10.
Davis, Julia. Ride with the Eagle. 9-.
Davis, Russell G. Chief Joseph. 6-8.
De Jong, Dola. One Summer's Secret. 7-10.
De la Mare, Walter John. Magic Jacket. 5-7.
Del Rey, Lester. Outpost of Jupiter. 7-9.
Dickson, Mora. New Nigerians. 9-.
Doering, Harald. Bee Is Born. 4-7.
Dowden, Anne Ophelia Todd. Look at a Flower.
6-10.
Duggan, Alfred. Arches and Spires. 7-.
. Growing Up in 13th Century England. 7-.
Dupuy, Trevor Nevitt. First Book Military History
of World War I. 2 vols. 6-9.
. Military History of World War II. 5 vols.
6-9.
Duvoisin, Roger Antoine. Our Veronica Goes to
Petunia's Farm. K-2.
Edmonds, Walter Dumaux. They Had a Horse. 7-10.
Edwardes, Michael. Nehru. 7-.
Enright, Elizabeth. Tatsinda. 4-6.
Ets, Marie Hall. Gilberto and the Wind. 3-5 yrs.
Everson, William K. American Movie. 7-.
Faber, Doris. Printer's Devil to Publisher. 7-10.
Farmer, Laurence. Master Surgeon. 7-.
Fatio, Louise. Red Bantam. K-2.
Felton, Harold W. Sergeant O'Keefe and His Mule
Balaam. 5-8.
Fenwick, Elizabeth. Cockleberry Castle. 4-6.
Fisher, Aileen Lucia. My Cousin Abe. 7-9.
Fitzsimmons, Robert. How To Play Baseball. 3-5.
Flory, Jane. Tune for the Towpath. 4-6.
Franchere, Ruth. Jack London: The Pursuit of a
Dream. 8-.
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Freeman, Don. Ski Pup. K-2.
Friedman, Frieda. Ellen and the Gang. 5-6.
Fritz, Jean. I, Adam. 6-9.
Fuller, Lois Hamilton. Jade Jaguar Mystery. 5-8.
Gage, Wilson. Miss Osborne-the-Mop. 4-6.
Galdone, Paul, illus. Blind Men and the Elephant.
K-3.
Gallant, Roy A. ABC's of Astronomy. 7-.
Gamow, George. Planet Called Earth. 10-.
Gans, Roma. Birds Eat and Eat and Eat. 1-2.
Garthwaite, Marion (Hook). Holdup on Bootjack
Hill. 5-6.
Gidal, Sonia. My Village in Denmark. 4-7.
. My Village in England. 4-7.
. My Village in Italy. 4-6.
Gilbert, Nan. Unchosen. 7-10.
Gittings, Robert. Story of John Keats. 7-.
Glubok, Shirley. Art of Ancient Egypt. 5-8.
. Art of Ancient Greece. 5-8.
Govan, Christine (Noble). Delectable Mountain.
4-6.
Grant, Bruce. Know Your Car and How To Drive.
10-.
Gregory, Horace. Crystal Cabinet. 8-.
Grimm, Jakob Ludwig Karl. Seven Ravens. 3-5.
Guilfoile, Elizabeth. Have You Seen My Brother?
1-.
Guillot, Rene. Three Girls and a Secret. 6-8.
Haber, Heinz. Stars, Men and Atoms. 7-.
Hall, Aylmer. Search for Lancelot's Sword. 6-9.
Harnden, Ruth Peabody. Golly and the Gulls. 4-6.
Haugaard, Erik Christian. Hakon of Rogen's Saga.,
6-9.
Hautzig, Esther. Let's Make Presents. 5-8.
Havighurst, Walter. First Book of the California
Gold Rush. 4-6.
Haviland, Virginia. Favorite Fairy Tales Told in
Scotland. 3-6.
Haywood, Carolyn. Here Comes the Bus! 2-4.
Heiderstadt, Dorothy. Lois Says Aloha. 5-8.
Heilbroner, Joan. Robert the Rose Horse. 1-2.
Heinlein, Robert Anson. Podkayne of Mars. 7-10.
Hemphill, Josephine. Fruitcake and Arsenic. 7-.
Higgins, Marguerite. Jessie Benton Fremont. 6-8.
Hightower, Florence C. Dark Horse of Woodfield.
6-9.
Hoban, Russell C. Some Snow Said Hello. K-2.
Hofsinde, Robert. Indian Hunting. 3-6.
Hogg, Garry. Deep Down. 7-.
Hoke, Helen L. Love, Love, Love. 7-10.
Holberg, Ruth (Langland). What Happened to Vir-
gilia. 4-6.
Horizon Magazine. Alexander the Great. 7-10.
. Heroes of Polar Exploration. 6-.
. Knights of the Crusades. 7-12.
. Russia under the Czars. 8-.
Hoyt, Edwin P. From the Turtle to the Nautilus.
6-10.
Hutchins, Ross E. This Is a Flower. 6-.
. This Is a Leaf. 6-9.
Hylander, Clarence John. Flowers of Field and
Forest. 7-.
Jablonski, Edward. George Gershwin. 7-.
Johnson, Annabel. Golden Touch. 6-9.
Johnson, Gerald White. Congress. 5-8.
Johnson, Sally Patrick, comp. Princesses. 4-6.
Joslin, Sesyle. Baby Elephant Goes to China. K-2.
Kahl, Virginia. Baron's Booty. K-2.
Keeshan, Robert. She Loves Me... She Loves Me
Not. K-2.
Kettelkamp, Larry. Flutes, Whistles, and Reeds.
4-6.
Kirtland, G. B. One Day in Aztec Mexico. 6-.
Klein, David. Beginning with Boats. 8-.
Krasilovsky, Phyllis. Susan Sometimes. 3-6 yrs.
Kuskin, Karla. Alexander Soames: His Poems. K-3.
Kyle, Elisabeth. Portrait of Lisette. 7-.
Landers, Ann. Ann Landers Talks to Teen-Agers
about Sex. 8-.
Lang, Daniel. Summer's Duckling. 4-6.
Lauber, Patricia. Friendly Dolphins. 4-6.
Lee, Josephine. Joy Is Not Herself. 5-6.
Le Grand. How Basketball Began. 3-5.
Leighton, Margaret (Carver). Bride of Glory. 7-10.
L'Engle, Madeleine. Moon by Night. 6-9.
Leodhas, Sorche Nic. All in the Morning Early.
K-2.
Leslie, Aleen. Scent of the Roses. 8-.
Levy, Mimi Cooper. Whaleboat Warriors. 6-9.
Lexau, Joan M. Jos6's Christmas Secret. 3-5.
Ley, Willy. Poles. 8-.
Life Magazine. Evolution. 7-10.
. Arab World. 8-.
. Israel. 8-.
. Spain. 8-.
. Tropical Africa. 8-.
. Universe. 9-.
Lindgren, Astrid (Ericsson). Lotta on Troublemaker
Street. 5-7 yrs.
Lomask, Milton. Andy Johnson: The Tailor Who Be-
came President. 6-9.
London, Jack. Before Adam. 9-.
Longfellow, Henry Wadsworth. Paul Revere's Ride.
4-5.
Loomis, Ruth. Amanda. 4-6.
Low, Elizabeth. Snug in the Snow. 3-4.
McBain, William N. Science of Ourselves. 8-12.
McCord, David Thompson Watson. Take Sky. 4-6.
McKown, Robin. Thomas Paine. 6-9.
McNeer, May Yonge. America's Mark Twain. 5-8.
MacPherson, Margaret L. Shinty Boys. 6-8.
Mantle, Winifred. Hiding Place. 5-8.
Marcus, Rebecca B. William Harvey: Trailblazer
of Scientific Medicine. 7-10.
Marks, Mickey Klar. Sand Sculpturing. 5-9.
Mason, George Frederick. Deer Family. 4-7.
Maurois, Andre. Weigher of Souls. 8-.
Mayne, William. Changeling. 5-7.
. Parcel of Trees. 6-8.
Meader, Stephen Warren. Phantom of the Blockade.
6-9.
Meeks, Esther MacBain. Jeff and Mr. James' Pond.
K-2.
Meyer, Edith Patterson. Friendly Frontier. 8-12.
Meyer, Jerome Sydney. Engines. 5-7.
Montgomery, Elizabeth (Rider). Tide Treasure
Camper. 5-7.
Morris, Ruth. Runaway Girl. 5-7.
Myller, Rolf. How Big Is a Foot? K-2.
. Rolling Round. K-3.
Myrick, Mildred. Secret Three. 2-4.
Ness, Evaline. Josefina February. 5-7 yrs.
Newcomb, Ellsworth. Miracle Metals. 6-9.
Noble, Iris. First Woman Ambulance Surgeon. 6-9.
Nodset, Joan L. Go Away, Dog. 2-5 yrs.
Nugent, Frances Roberts. Jan van Eyck, Master
Painter. 5-9.
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Orgel, Doris. Sarah's Room. 4-7 yrs.
Ormondroyd, Edward. Time at the Top. 6-8.
Owens, William A. Look to the River. 9-.
Paradis, Marjorie B. Mr. De Luca's Horse. 4-6.
Paris Review. Writers at Work. 9-.
Parker, Elinor Milnor, ed. Singing and the Gold.
8-.
Parker, Richard. Voyage to Tasmania. 5-7.
Pearce, A. Philippa. Dog So Small. 5-6.
Phipson, Joan. Boundary Riders. 5-7.
Picard, Barbara Leonie. Lost John. 7-9.
Polland, Madeleine A. Town across the Water. 6-9.
Pons, Helene. Story of Vania. K-2.
Potter, Charles Francis. Tongue Tanglers. 3-6.
Price, Christine. Made in the Renaissance. 6-8.
Price, Willard DeMille. Amazing Mississippi. 9-.
Priolo, Pauline. Piccolina and the Easter Bells.
K-2.
Pundt, Helen Marie. Spring Comes First to the
Willows. 7-10.
Putnam, Peter. Triumph of the Seeing Eye. 6-9.
Rachlis, Eugene. Voyages of Henry Hudson. 5-8.
Randall, Ruth Elaine (Painter). I Jessie. 7-.
Ravielli, Anthony. Rise and Fall of the Dinosaurs.
3-5.
Reeves, Katherine. Cloud Eater. 3-5.
Rendina, Laura (Jones) Cooper. World of Their
Own. 7-10.
Ressner, Phil. August Explains. K-2.
Rey, Hans Augusto. Curious George Learns the Al-
phabet. 5-7.
Riedman, Sarah Regal. Naming Living Things. 5-7.
Ripley, Elizabeth (Blake). Winslow Homer. 7-10.
Ritchie, Rita. Ice Falcon. 7-10.
Robertson, Keith. Henry Reed's Journey. 5-7.
Robinson, Barbara. Across from Indian Shore. 5-6.
Roesch, Roberta Fleming. World's Fairs. 5-9.
Rollins, Charlemae Hill, comp. Christmas Gif'.
3-7.
Rose, Carl. Crazy Zoo that Dudley Drew. K-2.
Rosen, Sidney. Harmonious World of Johann Kepler.
8-.
Rosenbaum, Maurice. London. 6-.
Rounds, Glen. Whitey and the Colt-Killer. 4-6.
Ruchlis, Hyman. Clear Thinking. 8-.
Samachson, Dorothy. Fabulous World of Opera. 7-.
Savage, Katharine. Story of the United Nations. 8-.
Schaefer, Jack. Plainsmen. 8-.
Schechter, Betty. Peaceable Revolution. 8-.
Schull, Rebecca. Government at Work. 7-10.
Scott, Sally. Jenny and the Wonderful Jeep. 3-4.
Scott-Giles, C. W. Looking at Heraldry. 8-.
Sellman, Roger Raymond. First World War. 9-.
Selsam, Millicent (Ellis). Greg's Microscope. 1-3.
___ How Animals Live Together. 5-9.
. Quest of Captain Cook. 5-8.
, ed. Stars, Mosquitos and Crocodiles. 6-9.
__ . Terry and the Caterpillars. 1-3.
Sendak, Maurice. One Was Johnny: A Counting
Book. K-2.
. Where the Wild Things Are. K-2.
Seuss, Dr. Hop on Pop. 1.
Shakespeare, William. Ten Great Plays. 8-.
Shapiro, Irwin, ed. Golden Book of the Renaissance.
7-10.
Sharp, Margery. Miss Bianca. 6-.
Sheldon, Walter J. Key to Tokyo. 5-7.
Sherburne, Zoa. Stranger in the House. 8-10.
Shippen, Katherine Binney. Portals to the Past. 7-.
Shortall, Leonard. Sam's First Fish. 2-3.
Shotwell, Louisa R. Roosevelt Grady. 4-6.
Simon, Tony. Search for Planet X. 6-9.
Sobol, Rose. Stocks and Bonds. 7-.
Solomon, Louis. Telstar. 6-9.
Sommerfelt, Aimee. Miriam. 7-10.
Southall, Ivan. Hills End. 6-9.
Spencer, Cornelia. Made in Japan. 7-.
Spicer, Dorothy Gladys. 13 Witches. 5-6.
Stambler, Irwin. Battle for Inner Space. 10-.
Sterling, Dorothy. Forever Free. 7-10.
Stevens, Leonard A. New York to Rome: Jet Flight
808. 7-.
Stine, G. Harry. Man and the Space Frontier. 7-10.
Stinetorf, Louise (Allender). Shepherd of Abu Kush.
6-8.
Stockton, Frank Richard. Griffin and the Minor
Canon. 4-6.
Stolz, Mary Slattery. Bully of Barkham Street. 5-7.
. Siri the Conquistador. 3-5.
. Who Wants Music on Monday? 8-10.
Stoutenburg, Adrien. Dear, Dear Livy. 7-.
Straus, Jacqueline Harris. Let's Experimentl 3-5.
Straus, Richard. Coal, Steel, Atoms and Trade. 7-10.
Streatfeild, Noel. Vicarage Family. 7-.
Sutton, Ann. Exploring with the Bartrams. 6-.
Swift, Hildegarde (Hoyt). From the Eagle's Wing. 7-.
Syme, Ronald. African Traveler. 6-9.
Tannenbaum, Beulah. Understanding Food. 8-10.
Taylor, Arthur S. Mr. Fizbee and the Little Troop.
5-7 yrs.
Thayer, Jane. Drink for Little Red Diker. K-2.
Thorvall, Kerstin. Girl in April. 9-11.
Tooze, Ruth. Cambodia: Land of Contrasts. 6-9.
Trease, Geoffrey. Follow My Black Plume. 8-10.
Trez, Denise. Little Knight's Dragon. K-2.
Turnbull, Colin M. Peoples of America. 7-.
Uchida, Yoshiko. Forever Christmas Tree. K-2.
Vaeth, J. Gordon. To the Ends of the Earth. 6-10.
Valens, Evans G. Wildfire. K-3.
Vogel, Amos. How Little Lori Visited Times Square.
4-6 yrs.
Warnlof, Anna Lisa. Boy Upstairs. 8-10.
Ward, Aileen. John Keats. 10-.
Watson, Sally. Witch of the Glens. 7-10.
Weil, Lisl. Lionhearted One. K-2.
Weston, Christine (Goutiere). Afghanistan. 7-10.
Whipple, Dorothy. Tale of a Very Little Tortoise.
K-2.
Wilder, Laura (Ingalls). On the Way Home. 5-8.
Wildsmith, Brian. Brian Wildsmith's ABC. 3-6
yrs.
Willard, Barbara. Hetty. 5-7.
Wilson, Barbara Ker. In Love and War. 9-.
Witheridge, Elizabeth P. Never Younger, Jeannie.
4-6.
Wohlrabe, Raymond A. Crystals. 7-.
Wright, Anna Maria Rose. Land of Silence. 5-7.
Wrightson, Patricia. Feather Star. 6-9.
Yates, Elizabeth. Someday You'll Write. 6-8.
Young, Scott. Clue of the Dead Duck. 6-9.
Zolotow, Charlotte (Shapiro). Quarreling Book. K-2.
. Sky Was Blue. K-2.
. Tiger Called Thomas. K-2.



